**NEUTRA LUBE**
Neutral Lubricant Spotting Agent

**DESCRIPTION**

**Neutra Lube** is the finest neutral ph Wet-Side spotter on the market. The additives that make up Neutra Lube actually help ‘wet-out’, penetrate, lift and suspend spots from the fabric.

Always use **Neutra Lube** as your first step in spotting on the wet-side. Doing so will never set a stain, and will also help any other spotting agent added on top of the **Neutra Lube** to penetrate faster. **Neutra Lube** is compatible with all solvents.

**APPLICATION**

**Directions for Use:**

1. Apply **Neutra Lube** liberally to the stained area.

2. Use wet-side spotting brush to tamp into the stain, or use spotting bone to work into the fabric.

3. Flush with steam and feather dry, or level with **Silky** leveling agent and reclean.

4. If the stain is not completely removed, re-apply **Neutra Lube** and use additional spotters to remove the stain. Neutra Lube will help keep the stain suspended. Go to step 3 to finish the stain removal.

**Neutra Lube** can be used strait or mixed 1:1 with water.

**PACKAGING**

**NEUTRA LUBE** is packaged in one gallon plastic containers, four to a case.